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1. IKTRODUCTION 
ANDREW CASSON recently introduced an integer invariant of integral homology 3-spheres, 
i.(b!), which is related to representations of the fundamental group of M into SU(2). 1 is an 
intersection index for 3-manifolds: given a Heegaard decomposition of a 3-manifold, 
i. counts the intersection of the representation spaces of the two handlebodies as submani- 
folds inside the representation space of their common boundary. Casson also gave a surgery 
description of 1. which relates % to the Alexander polynomial of the surgery torus, 
(see Definition I and [I]). In his dissertation at Berkeley, Kevin Walker generalized the 
Casson invariant to rational homology 3-spheres. giving both a Heegaard decomposition 
definition and a surgery definition as before (see Definition 2 and [93). 
For any link in S’, thcrc is a family of 3-manifolds associated with the link; its p-fold 
branched covers. Since these are invariants of the link, whenever these are rational 
homology spheres one can use Walker’s generalization of the Casson inariant to obtain 
rational invariants of the link. Although the p-fold branched covers arc not always rational 
homology 3-spheres. one obtains an infinite number of invariants of knots, since for any 
printe p. the p-fold branched cover of a knot is a Z/pZ homology 3-sphere. 
Define I.,(L) = 1(X:,4), whenever Z: is a rational homology sphere, where C{ is the p-fold 
cyclic branched cover of the link 15.. These should be useful invariants if one can calculate 
them. For example, these invariants are distinct from the Alexander matrix invariants; in 
particular, I2 of the untwisted ouble K2 ofa knot K is easily calculated as f 4A;(l), while 
the Alexander matrix of K * is the same as that of the unknot. Further, they should be useful 
in distinguishing knots from their mirror image, because I., is zero on amphicheiral knots, 
since the orientation reversing homeomorphism of the knot compliment extends to the 
p-fold branched cover, and R changes ign under change of orientation. (Amy Davidow has 
done independent work in this area. For torus knots and doubles of knots, Davidow 
calculates Casson’s integer invariant for r-fold branched covers, when Xi is an inreyral 
homology sphere, see [3].) 
If one restricts oneself to two-fold branched covers of knots, then there exists a natural 
surgery description of the two-fold branched cover of a knot K c S’, with the surgery tori 
coming from crossings in a knot diagram of K. One can theoretically calculate the Casson 
invariant directly from these surgery tori using the surgery description of the Casson 
invariant. However, there is an alternate approach which avoids calculating the second 
derivative of the Alexander polynomial of the surgery tori. 
If L+. L- and Lo represent links differing only at a single crossing, then A,(L’) can be 
calculated from R2(L-) and the Alexander polynomial of a surgery torus. Alternatively, 
i2(L’) can be calculated from jz(Lo) and the Alexander polynomial of the same surgery 
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torus. Then one has two different formuIas fof &(L’). So, using elementary algebra, one 
can calculate AL(L+) in terms of i.,(L.-) and A2(Lo), and eliminate the need to calculate the 
Alexander polynomial altogether, and hence, one has a recursive formula for 12(L+) in 
terms of E.,(L-) and ir(Lo). 
However, to have a skein definition of Lr, one must develop a variant of skein theory for 
non-zero determinant links, since the 2-fold branched cover of a link is a rational homology 
sphere if and only if the link has non-zero determinant. In Section 3 we develop this 
“non-zero determinant skein theory,” and in Section 4 calculate the skein formulas for A2. 
These provide a technique for calculating A2 of a link. It is interesting, but somewhat 
disappointing, that j.L is just a combination of the logarithmic derivative of the Jones 
polynomial at - 1 and the signature, as proven in the main theorem in Section 5: 
h(L) = 
- -&(- 1) 1 
6V,( - 1) + 4 a(L)’ 
Therefore, j.L cannot distinguish knots any better than these two invariants. However, this 
does imply that the right hand side of the equation above is an unoriented link invariant, 
since the 2-fold branched cover does not depend on the orientation of the link. Moreover, 
by using Kauffman’s bracket polynomial and Corollary 2.51 of Murasugi. one can general- 
ize the right hand side to a rational function unoriented link invariant, AL(t): 
At(t) = 
- g VL(O 
~VL(O 
- q a(L), 
and hcncc, n,(L) = AL( - I). 
Finally, it is worth noting that since A2 can be easily calculated, one is provided with 
a tcchniquc for calculating the generalized Casson invariant on a large class of three 
manifolds, the two-fold branched covers of links. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1 (Casson). Let K c M be a knot in an oriented, integral homology 3-sphere, 




Dehn surgery on K. Then the Casson invariant, 1, is defined 
.J.(M,,,) = R(M) + n-$,&(I) 
i(S3) = 0. 
Note: Casson’s original formula was defined as iA. 
Kevin Walker generalizes the Casson invariant to the case when M is a rational 
homology 3-sphere. 
Definition 2 (Walker). Let K c M be a knot in an oriented, rational homology 
3-sphere, &I, and let AK(t) be the normalized, symmetrized Alexander polynomial for K. Let 
N(K) be a tubular neighborhood of K in M. Let (,) be the intersection pairing on 
H,(dN(K); 2) induced by the orientation on M. Let m. 1 E H,(dN(K); Z) be the meridian 
and longitude of K, respectively. For p a primitive in H,(dN(K); Z), let M, denote the 
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manifold obtained by Dehn surgery on K sending the meridian to p. Let t(a, b; I) be as 
defined below. Then the generalized Casson invariant, J_, is defined inductively by: 
1. 
(a, b) dZ 
-Wfb) = +, J> (b, J> -g AR(~) + WW + ~(a, b; J) 
2. L(P) = 0. 
Definition 3. Let (x1, x2) be an oriented basis for H,(dN(K); Z) such that (x,, x2) = 1 
and I = dx2 for some d E Z. Then 
s(a, b; 1) “2 
dZ - 1 
- s((x~, a>. (~2, a>) + s((x~, b). (xt. b)) + - 
(a, b) 
12 (a,l)(b,l)’ 
where s(q, p) is the Dedekind sum 
s(q, pldg (sign(p)) f ((Vp))(Wp)) 
k=l 
XEZ 
:-- [x] - l/2, otherwise ’
TtiEoREM 2.1 (Walker). The/unction r dejned above satisfies thefollowingfour properties: 
I. T does not depend on choice of basis (x,, x2) 
2. r(a, b; 1) + r(b, c; I) + T(C, a; J) = 0 
3. 
for all m, n E Z 
s(a+n(l,a)l.b+m(l,b)J;l)=r(a,b;l) . 
if 1 is primitive 
4. r(a, b; J,) - ~(a, b; 1,) = - _!_ <a. b) (a, b) (1,. 12 > 
12 (aJ1>(hJ~) - (a.J2)<b,Jz) - <J1.a>(J2.a) 
Using these properties, one proves the following result. 
+ r((~).(~);(~))=a2:,“ba” -asign( 
To compute T in general, one can use (t) and property (2), as well as the fact that 
~(a. b; I) does not depend on the basis of H,(aN(K);Z). Also, (c) implies that 
r(a, b; J) = ~(&~a, E2b; ~~1). where E( E { f I}. For later use, we compute 5 for a few examples. 
Example 1. Suppose that with respect o some basis we have 
1 
m= 
0 0 ’ 
m’ = and I= 
a 




a2 + 2ab + 26’ + 1 I . 
= 
12b(a + b) 
- i slgn(b(a + b)). 
Similarly, 
7(($( A);(;)) = ((A)-( _’ J L)) + T(( _‘I)( _Lz)(;)) 
2a2 -4ah - 2b’+ 2 I . 
= 
12h(b + 2a) 
- 2 slgn(ah) + a sign(a(h f 2~)). 
For later use, we include 
T(($( (;)) =T((A)*($(” i- “)) 
a2 - 2ab + 2b2 + I 
= 
12b(a - b) 
- a sign(b(u - b)). 
Drjnirion 4. The linking of an oriented link L is defined as 
Lk(L) = C Ik(civ Cl). 
where the Q’S are the oriented components of L. We also abuse notation and define the 
linking of one component clr of L as 
L&i) = ,& Ik(c,s, c,), 
and SO Lk(L) = fEiLk(ci). Also, note that if w(L) is the writhe of L 
W(L) = C W(Ci) + ZLk(L) = C (W(C,) + Lk(c,)). 
Finally, we note what happens if one reverses orientation on one component: Let Lt, denote 
a link with the same diagram as L but with orientation on cl, reversed, and let & denote that 
component in f.;,. Then ~(2~) = w(ct). Lk(LJ = Lk(L) - 2Lk(cr) and w(L,,)= 
w(L) - 4Lk(ct). 
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Definition 5. The Jones polynomial is defined by 
1. t-r b“.(f) - tY.(r) = (I’ 2 - r-1 2)c’LO(r) 
2. Y,(r) = 1. 
Note that while the Jones polynomial is distinct from the Conway polynomial, evaluated at 
- 1, with fl = - i, th e skein formula for the Jones polynomial is identical to that of 
the Conway polynomial evaluated at 2i: 
V,+( - 1) - VL-( - I) = ZiV,,( - 1). 
Definition 6. The Kauffman bracket polynomial, ( ), an unoriented regular isotopy 




(4) (0) = I 
As Kauffman points out, for an oriented link f_, the bracket polynomial is related to the 
Jones polynomial by 
V,,(t) = ( - AJ)-“~‘~‘(L),,4 _ ,-w. 
This formulation of the Jones polynomial allows one to calculate how the Jones polynomial 
changes under unoriented smoothing. 
Let L be an oriented link, and let OL be its Seifert matrix. 
Definition 7. The determinant det(L) is dehned as 
det(L) = Det(O, + 0:). 
Note that while the sign of det(L) depends on the choice of Seifert surface, Idet(f.)I is an 
unoriented invariant, and in particular, 
Idet(L)I = IHr(X?; Z)l = I VL( - 111 = I<Lh-‘K-J* 
Definition 8. Define compatible Seifert surfaces (9,. Y-, Yo) for the triple o/ links 
(L’, L-, Lo) to be Seifert surfaces that differ only at the crossing involved, with 9, and 
Y_ having a band through the crossing and So has the band removed. 
Note that compatible Seifcrt surfaces always exist. 
CLAIM 2.2. Let (L’, L-, Lo) be a triple of links with compatible Sel$rt surfaces. Then 
det(L+) - det(L-) = - 2def(L”). 
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Proof. This is basically done in [4]. Compare the Seifert matrices, noting that after 
possible basis change, tQ+ + tIL. and eL- + tI:- are bordered matrices of tILo + e&. n 
Comparing their skein relations gives the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Let (L’, L-, Lo) be a triple of links with compatible Seifert surfaces. 
Then, ifall determinants are nonrero, 
vL*( - 1) VL-( - 1) - iVLo( - 1) 
det(L+) = det(L-) = det(L’) 
=p, where #=I. 
Dejinition 9. The signature o(L) is defined as 
o(L) = signature of (8, + e;). 
Definition 10. The nullity q(L) is defined as 
q(L) = nullity of (e, + e:). 
THEOREM 2.3 (Conway). Let L*, (i.e. L+ or L-) be an oriented link and Lo an oriented 
smoothing of L*. Then the signature and nullity of L* and Lo are related by 
lo(L*) - a( + Iq(L*) - q(LO)I = 1 
Since dct(L) = 0 if and only if q(L) 2 1, we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Let (L’, L-, Lo) be a triple 01 oriented links differing at a single 
crossing with compatible Seijert surfaces. Then the determinants of the links determine 
relutions of the signatures in the following way: 
If Then 
det(L+), det(L-) # 0 der(LO) = 0 a(L’) = o(LO) = a(L_) 
der(L’), dec(L’) # 0 det(L-) = 0 a(L_) = o(LO) = a(L+) + 1 
der(LO), det(L-) # 0 det(L+) = 0 a(L+) = o(LO) = a(L_) - 1 
det(L’), det(L-), det(L’) # 0 sign(det(L*)det(L”)) = a(L*) - a(L’) 
The signature is also related to the Jones polynomial at - 1, (via the Conway polynomial), 
in the following way: 
THEOREM 2.4. 
VL( - 1) = i-u(L)I VL( - 1)). 
This is basically an exercise in [4]. 
S’ 
THEOREM 2.5 (Murasugi). 
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Given any orientation on a link L with signature a(L), define 
d(L) = o(L) + Lk(L). 
Then d is an unoriented link int.ariant. 
This is proven in [63 using elementary means and a proper choice of Seifert surface. 
COROLLARY 2.5.1 
recersed on c. Then 
Let c be a component of L and let L; denote the link L with orientation 
o(L;) = a(L) + ZLk(c). 
3. NON-ZERO DETERMINANT LINK INVARIANTS 
Since 1 is only defined on rational homology spheres, A2 is only defined for non-zero 
determinant links. While a link invariant is determined by a recursive formula for the triple 
(L’, L-, Lo) and its value on the unknot, it is unknown if this holds for non-zero 
determinant link invariants. 
A2 is actually an unoriented link invariant, since Xi does not depend on the orientation 
of L; and though a(L) and Vc(t) are oriented invariants, they are closely related to 
unoriented invariants, via Theorem 2.5 of Murasugi and the Kauffman bracket polynomial. 
Given an unoriented link diagram and a crossing, one has the four related link diagrams 
differing only at a single crossing: 
x x =: >( 
For an oriented link diagram, three of the four respect orientation. 
We want to include the fourth related diagram, f.“, the unoriented smoothing. To do 
this, we must choose an orientation for L’. 
Let L’ = L+ n L- n Lo A L.“. (That is, L’ is the link Lt with the crossing removed.) 
Then L’ consists of two arcs and possibly several closed loops. Also, L’ has an orientation as 
a subset of L+ but this orientation does not extend to an orientation of L’. Arbitrarily 
choose one of the two arcs and label it a. If one reverses orientation on a c L’, then this new 
orientation extends to an orientation of L’. The choice of arcs is unimportant as long as one 
can calculate the relationship of the various link invariants for Lt. L-, Lo and L’ with this 
orientation. 
In order to calculate these relations one needs to consider two possible cases for the 
crossing in L + :
(i) The two segments in the crossing are of the same component in L+. 
In this case, both arcs in L’ are in the same component of L+, but are in different 
components in Lo. Let cl be the component of Lo containing the arc a. Denote by L”’ 
the link obtained in this case by unoriented smoothing of L’, with orientation induced 
from L’ and a as described above. 
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(ii) The two segments in the crossing are of different components in L+. 
In this case. both arcs in L’ are in different components of L+. Let cz be the component 
of L’ containing the arc a. and let Lmz denote the link obtained in this case by 
unoriented smoothing of L+, with orientation induced from L’ and a as described 
above. 
Therefore, denoting L”’ for the first case and I!..“* for the second case, we have the related 
diagrams below: 
L+ L- L” L”’ L” 
x x x >( >( 
CLAIRE 3.1. Using the notation as above one has the writhe and signature of the unoriented 
smoothing satisfies: 
case (i) 
w(L”‘) = w(L”) - 4Lk(c,) 
o(L”) = a(L”‘) - ZLk(c,) + E with E E (0, + l} 
case (ii) 
w(Y’) = w(L+) - 4Lk(c,) + 1 
o(L+) = a(Lu2) - ‘Lk(c,) + F. with E E (0, f. I) 
Prooj For the first case, if one lets (LO);, denote the link obtained from Lo by reversing 
orientation on the component c,, then the writhe of (LO);, is identical with that of L”‘, and 
further, L”’ is obtained from (LO);, by an oriented smoothing. 
Similarly, for the second case, one compares L”l with (L+);,. a 
CLAIM 3.2. Suppose that one of the quadruple (L’, L-, Lo, L.“‘) has non-zero determinant. 
Then three of the quadruple have non-:ero determinant. 
Prooj: This is trivial if one uses the skein formulas for the Bracket polynomial together 
with its relation to the determinant. = 
The following theorem shows that any invariant of non-zero determinant links with 
recursive formulas for all triples of the quadruple (L’, L-, Lo, L”‘) consisting of non-zero 
determinant links is completely determined by its value on the unknot. We actually prove 
something slightly stronger. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 5 be an invariant of non-zero determinant links and suppose 5 has 
recursive formulas for the following triples of links differing at a single crossing: 
der(L+) 
(L.‘, L-, Lo) whenever der(L-) # 0 
det(L’) 
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der(L+) 
(L’, L-, Ly’) whenever der(L-) # 0 and det(L’) = 0 
det(L”‘) I 
det(L’) 





(L-, Lo, L”‘) whenever der(L’) #O andder(L+)=O. 
der(L”‘) 
Then rhe value oft(L) is completely determined by rhese recursiveformulas and its value on the 
unknot. 
Proofi (By induction on the number of crossings of L.) Suppose L is a non-zero 
determinant link. If L has a link diagram that has no crossings, then L is just the unknot. So 
assume L has a link diagram with n crossings, and that the vahte of 5 on all links of n - 1 
crossings or less is completely determined by the recursive formulas and t(0). If L has one 
component, i.e., i is a knot, then by changing m crossings, (m < n), we can unknot L. 
L = L, --, L2 + . . . -+ L, = 0. 
The L,‘s are knots, and since det(knot) # 0, they are all non-zero determinant links. By 
Claim 3.2 either Lp or Li” is a non-zero determinant link, (where the crossing smoothed in 
L, is the crossing that differs in L,, , ). Then we have the following diagram: 
L=L,-+L2+...-+L,-*-+L,=O 
1 1 1 
L:’ Lf’ L:“-; l +- non-zero determinant links 
with n - 1 crossings 
where the *,‘s are either ut or o. Then the value of r(L) is determined by its value on the 
unknot and its value on {L:‘,. . . , L:‘}, all of which have n - 1 crossings, and so by 
induction, the value of t(L) is determined by its value on the unknot. 
Now suppose L has more than one component. Then by changing m crossings, (with 
m < n), one can change L into a split link, and hence a link with determinant zero. Let Lt be 
the first link in this sequence with determinant zero. Then we have the following diagram: 




L,“- 1 LZ’_ , 
where {L,.. . ., Lk_, } all have non-zero determinant, and det (Lt) = 0. Since det (L,) = 0, 
both Lf- 1 and Lr_, have non-zero determinant, by Claim 3.2. Therefore, the value of t(L) 
is determined by its values on {L:‘, . . . , L:!!i*}, Lt- I and L;‘_, . All these links have n - 1 
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crossings, and therefore, by induction, the value of <(f,) is determined by its recursive 
formula and its value on the unknot. n 
4. THE SKEIN FORMULAS FOR I, 
To calculate the skein formula for the various triples of (15’, L-, Lo, L”‘) one needs to 
relate the two-fold branched covers via surgery on a torus. First, we review the construction 
of the two-fold branched cover. 
4.1. The branched ouble cover of a link 
Let L c S’ be an oriented links, and let Y be a Seifert surface for L. Let 
9 x CO, 11 
H = L x [O, l] * L x (0) * 
Since 9’ be bicollared in S3, we can assume H c S3, and dH = Y+ v ,.9’-, where 
Y+ z Y - 2 9’. Then, if W, = W, = S’\f?, one constructs the branched double cover 
Ci by glueing WI and W2 together: 
Xi= w,uw2 
h(aw,) = aw,’ 
where h is the orientation reversing homeomorphism defined by h(x+) = x- for x* ~9’ *, 
h(l) = 1 for 1 E L. 
Since H - 9, we can choose simple closed curves {a,, a2,. , . , a,} in 9’ which generate 
H,(H). (We will abuse notation, and use the same symbols for curves and homology 
elements.) We can also choose arcs (yt, y2, . . . , yn} in 9, with endpoints in 39 = L, such 
that 8, = y,+ uy; bounds a disk in H, and {a:, . . . , a:, PI,. . . , 6.) are generators for 
Hr(aH). Then for W, we have {/I,,, /Ii2, . . . , /Il.} as generators for H,(W,), since 
W,udHH = S3, and H,(S’) = 0. So 
H,(W,) = (8111 P,2.. . . , PI.> H,(W2) = <B219 8221. . . 1 B2n>. 
Note that h,(fl,,) = - /32, and h,(a:,) = a;, where a, c Y- c W,. Then, by Mayer- 
Vietoris we have 
H @2) _ (8111 P12r. . *9 PI”) @ (821r8221. . ‘9 B2”) 
1 L - 
{Su = - Bli}. {aTi = a21) * 
From the relations of the Bi;s we can eliminate the p2is; also, since a, is a sum of j12,‘s 
weget a; = - a ;. Hence, we can write everything in terms of H, ( W,), and eliminating the 
unnecessary index in the subscript we have: 
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In matrix form, we have 
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H,(Ci) = Z”/M where M = 
4.2. The surgery torus 
Given a link diagram 9 for L, and a crossing X in 9, we want to find a torus T c Et 
such that L+, L- and Lo are related via surgery on T. To compute the correction function 
r in Walker’s surgery formula we will need to know the surgery coefficients and the 
longitude with respect o some homology basis for Hi(dT). 
Let D be a disk in S’ such that D contains the crossing X and [dD] m 0 in Hi(S’\L). 
Since D n L = (2 points}, the preimage of D in the two-fold cover, 6 c Zi, is an annulus. 
Then, if one takes a solid cylinder D x I containing the crossing, T “5 Dy is a torus in 
Zf. H,(dT) has a natural basis {xi, x,}, where xi is the meridian, and x2 is one component 
of %, with orientation chosen such that Iklx, , xr) = 1, where x3 is the pushoff of xq into T. 
To compute the surgery coefficients one uses the fact that a meridian on the boundary of 
the surgery torus descends to a simple closed curve on the four-punctured sphere that 
bounds a disk in S3\L. 
L+ L’ L” L’* 
f&y+ @m-Q@ 
Then, by comparing the lifts of these curves one has that xi-, X& and Z&. are related to 
Z:. by - l/2,0 and - 1 surgeries on T c Xi+ , respectively, (in terms of the basis {xi, x2}). 
Similarly, 1:. , X~O and xi”. are related to Zi- by l/2, 0 and 1 surgeries on T c Zi-. 
To compute the longitude in terms of the basis {xi, x2}, we use the previous Seifert 
surface construction of the branched double cover. The longitude 1 of a solid torus Tin the 
rational homology three-sphere Z:f. is by definition a generator of the ker(i,) z Z, where 
i,: H,(dT; Z)-+ H,(Zi\T; Z). 
We will find r and s such that for I’ = rxl + sx2, i,(l’) = 0. Then I = l’/g. It will not be 
necessary to compute g explicitly. 
Let 9 be a Seifert surface for L, as before. Using the previous notation, by reordering 
04,VBiZ.. * ’ .Sln). we have &(x2) w /I1 1 in Wi, while &(x1) consists of two arcs, a, c W, 
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and a2 c W,, with ?a, c Y’, ?a2 c Y-, (see figure) 
i*(x,) = 6 I$2 
?a, - ?a,’ 
__. :.I :.:.:.:.:.. . . 
~+~- 
...:.:.:::5:i~: a 1 I . . . . . :.:.:.:.:.:.:.... -- . . . . . . . . . . ..‘.‘f..azj 
By sliding an endpoint of a1 along a:t c WI and the corresponding endpoint of a2 
along a;, t W, we get that i,(x,) _ - a:, ~a;~. Since a;, c W, is homologous to 
- z;, c W,, we have i,(x,) - - (z T1 + a ;t ). Then, as before, we have 
H,(Zi) = Z”/M where M = , 
H,(Ci\T) = Z”/M where M = 
and k(Xz) = fly. k(.x,) = -(a: + CC;). Then i,(l’) = - r(a: + a;) + S/I,, and i,(l’) = 0 
is equivalent o the following: 
= - rDct(M) + sDet(M’) = 0, 
whereM’isthe(n - l)x(n - 1) matrix corresponding to the minor of M with first row and 
column deleted. So, if s = Det(M) and r = Det(M’), then i,(l’) = 0. Letting 
y = gcd(\r), Is\), then I = (r/g)x, + (s/g)xr is a longitude for dT. 
Since M = OLk + f9:, and M’ = eLo + O[o, we obtain the following: 
CLAIM 4.1. Let (L’, L-, Lo) be a triple of links with compatible Seifert surfaces, let xl, ~2, 
and T c Xi* be as above, and let the pair 
where g = gcd(ldet(L’)l, Idet(L’)I). Then I = ax, + bx2 is a longitude/or the torus T. 
Note that since the longitude is only well defined up to sign, the choice of compatible 
Seifert surfaces does not matter. 
4.3. Calculation of the skein formulas 
Using the notation of Definition 2, let T c M be a torus in a rational homology 
3-sphere, with meridian m and longitude I, and let y,, y2 E H,(dT) be distinct primitive 
elements with (y,, m), (y2, m), ( yl, I) and (y2, I) all non-zero. Then M,, and M,z are 
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both rational homology 3-spheres, and so by Walker’s work we have: 
i.(Myl) = E.(M) -t ~(m, yl; 1) + c,A;( l), 
I.(ivfY,) = I(M) + r(m, yz; I) + czA;(l), 
with 
h Yi > 
ci= (m,l)(yi,l> +*’ 
Eliminating A’;( 1) gives us 
L(M) = 
CZ 
--(My,) - & 




- -rb,y,;I) + 
c2 
c2 -cl 
___ r(m yz; 0. (4.1) 
c2 - Cl 
We use Equation 4.1 to calculate the recursive formulas of Theorem 3.3 for I.,(L). In 
order to compute r we will use the basis for H,(dT) which was used to calculate the 
longitude of the surgery torus. Also, we make use of the relationship of the longitude (a/b) of 
our surgery torus with the determinant. 
The skein formula@ (L’, L-. Lo) (all determinants nonzero) 
If we combine Claim 4.1 with the skein formula for the determinant for Tc 1:. we 
have: 
ga = det(LO) yh = det(L+) g(b + 2~) = det(L-) 
with y = ycd(ldet(L”)l, /det(L’)I). Then using M = Ii., MYI = Ci_ and My2 = Cg, with 
respect o our basis we have 
m=(i)* l=(I). Y, =( d2), v2=( !,). 
Cl 2a c2 b + 2a -=- and _=_. 
c2 -c, b c2 - Cl b 
Then Equation 4.1 becomes, 
i.,(L+) = 
b + 2a 
-77 J.z(L_) - ; %2(L0) - y 
Evaluating r and multiplying by b, our equation becomes 
bA2(L+) = (b + 2a)E.,(L-) - 2d2(Lo) + 5 sign(ab) -
b + 2a 
4 sign(a(b -t 2~)). 
Multiplying through by g and using Corollary 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.2.1 one has 
V,+ ( - I)i.,(L+) = V,-( - lV2(L-) + ZiV,@( - l)l.,(LO) + 
V,*( - 1) 6 
+ VL-( - 1) + VL’( - 1) + - 6 4 (a(L 1 4L0)) 
+ vL-( - 1) 
4 @(LO) - a(L_)). 
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Since (V,. ( - 1) - V,- ( - l))a(L’) = 2iVLO( - l)a(L”), if one multiplies by 6 and gathers 
terms which appear for all three links one has 
C6v,+( - l)(ML+) - ML+ 111 = C6v, - ( - 1)(&W-) - b-W- 111 
+ 2i[6V& - l)A,(L’) - $J(L’))] 
+ V‘,( - 1) + V,-( - I) (4.2) 
The triple (I.+, L-, L”‘) with der(L’) = 0 
Using A4 = Zt*. MYI = Zt- and M,, = Zi”,, with respect o our basis we have 
yr=( i2),y,=( _ll),&= -‘(L”) and A= -(bb+2a). 
Then Equation 4.1 becomes: 
Evaluating r and multiplying by b, our equation becomes 
bAz(L+) = - (b + 2a)&(L-) + 2(b + a)&(L”‘) + s 
+ $ sign(b(b + a)) 
b + 2a 
- 4 sign((b + a)(b + 2a)). 
Since a = det Lo = 0 this simplifies to 
&(L+) = - n,(L-) + 2&(Ly’). (4.3) 
The friple (L’, Lo, L’) with der(L-) = 0 
Using M = Xi+, M,, = X& and M,, = Xi”,, with respect o our basis we have 
y,=(:), y,=( _‘f), A= -(bb+‘)and A=?. 
Then Equation 4.1 becomes: 
&(L+) = -y l,(L”) + 
b+a 
-+(Lv + ;@(;): (;)) 
Evaluating Y and multiplying by b, our equation becomes 
b&(L+) = 
b+2a a+b 
- aAl + (b + a)i.*(ur) - - 
6 
+ 4 sign(b(b + a)) - $ sign(ab). 
Since b + 2a = det L- = 0 this simplifies to 
tA*(L+) = &(LO) + &(Ly’). (4.4) 
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The triple (L-, Lo, L”) with det(L’ ) = 0 
If we combine Claim 4.1 with the skein formula for the determinant for T c Zi- we 
have: 
ga = det(LO) gb = det(L-) g(b - 2~) = det(L’) 
with g = gcd(ldet(L’)l, Idet(L+)I). Using M = Xi-, M,, = Xi0 and M,, = Zt”,, with 
respect o our basis we have 
Then Equation 4. I becomes: 
A,(L.-) = ; A,(LO) + 9 &(L”‘) 
-~~((~)*(;);(;))-Qq(~)~(:);(3> 
Evaluating 7 and multiplying by b, our equation becomes 
b-2a b-a 
bl,(L+) = alz(L’) + (b - a)Az(Ui) + 12 - 4 sign(b(b - a)) + t sign(ab). 
Since b - 2a = det L+ = 0 this simplifies to 
2&(L,-) = A,(LO) + A,(L”‘). (4.5) 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3, these skein formulas together with its value on the unknot, 
1,(O) = 0. completely determine AZ, and provide a technique for calculating this invariant. 
However, an alternate way of calculating this invariant is provided by the main theorem, 
below. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We show that ,I2 has the same skein formulas as another non-zero link invariant. Since 
their values agree on the unknot, (they are both zero), the two invariants must be the same. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Main Theorem). Let L be a link with non-zero determinant. Let VL(t) be the 
Jones polynomial of L. Then the generalized Casson invariant of the two-jbld branched cover of 
L, Xi. is related to the signature and Jones Polynomial of L in the following way (with 




6V,( - 1) + 4 a(L) * 
Proof: We need to compute the various skein formulas for the right hand side of the 
equation above. Of course, the skein formulas involving the link L”’ will be more difficult, 
since the orienting of L”’ will be involved, so one will have to consider the two case discussed 
previously, L” or L”‘. 
The skein formula fir (L+, L-, Lo) (all determinants nonzero) 
If one takes the recursive formula for the Jones polynomial, 
t-‘vL*(t) - t If‘- (t) = (t 1’2 - t - 112) V&), 
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differentiates with respect o t and evaluates at f 112 = - i one gets the recursive formula for 
the derivative of the Jones polynomial at - 1. 
V‘+( - 1) - Vi-( - 1) = 2iVLo( - 1) - VL.( - 1) - V,_( - 1). 
Rewriting in terms of - I’;( - 1) gives us 
C - G+( - l)] - C - G-( - I)] = 2i[ - I+( - l)] + V,+( - 1) + VL-( - 1). (5.1) 
Then comparison of Equation 4.2 and Equation 5.1 shows that 
- Vi( - 1) and 6V,( - 1)(&(L) - to(L)) 
have the same recursive formula. 
The triple (L+, L-, L"') with det(LO) = 0 
Using properties (1) and (2) of Definition 6 for the bracket polynomial one has 
A_‘( s)-A( x)=(‘4-Z-A*)(11). 
By Claim 3.1 one knows the writhe of all links involved, and hence, can compute the 
skein formula for the Jones polynomial. Also, note that since det(L’) = 0 one has 
VtO( - 1) = 0 and I’,+( - 1) = VL-( - 1). 
Case (i): The crossing involves only one component. 
One has the Jones polynomial skein relation: 
1-1’2 VL+(t) - t”2V‘_(t) = - t=k(cl)(t’lZ - t-“2)VLY,(t) 
Then the skein for the Jones polynomial at t”’ = - i is: 
V,+( - I) + V,-( - 1) = ( - 1)“““2V,.,( - 1). 
This simplifies to 
VL* ( - 1) = V,- ( - 1) = ( - l)Lk(Cl’ VLY,( - 1) 
For the derivative evaluated at t”2 = - i we get: 
VL*(- l)+ VL-(- 1)= 
( - l)L”“‘(2 V(L”.( - 1) - 6Lk(c,) I’d - 1)) - 4 VL+( - 1) + f VL-( - I) 
Dividing by - 6V,+( - 1) and using Equation 5.2 gives 
(5.2) 
V’t+( - 1) VL-( - 1) G_.,( - 1) -6V,.( - = 
- 
2 - ) 6V,
+ L&c,), 
- 1) 
6VLy,( - 1) 
we need to prove 
ia + aa = fa(L”‘) - Lk(c,), 
since adding the two equations will yield 
- V)L.( - 1) + a(L’) -= 
6VL.( - 1) 4 1 
-[ - vIL_( - 1) 6VL-( - 1) 
+ a(L_) 




which agrees with the skein formula for A2. 
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To prove Equation 5.4 one notes that by Corollary 2.3.1, 
a(L’) = Q(L_) = a(LO). 
Further, by Equation 5.2 and application of Theorem 2.4, one has 
;*I I ;; = ( _ 1)LW = a(L+) = o(L”‘) - ZLk(c,) (mod4). 
LU, 
By Claim 3.1 this equality holds over 2, so we have proven Equation 5.4 and hence, 
Equation 5.5. 
The remaining skein formulas follow in much the same way as the one above. 
Case (ii): The crossing involves two components. 
The Jones Polynomial skein relation is 
r_‘/2Vr.+(r) - rt’*VL_(r) = - (r”2 - t-‘~*)r~Lk(c~)-3/*VLY,(t). 
At t I’* = - i one has: 
(5.6) iVL+( - 1) = iVL-( - I) = ( - l)Lk(czJVLy,( - 1) 
The derivative evaluated at t”* = - i is: 
Vi*( - 1) + VL-( - 1) = -fV,+(- l)+jV,-(- I) 
+ ( - I)“‘“‘(6Lk(c2) - 3)iV,.,( - I) + ( - I~fcz’+‘2iV&( - 1) 
Dividing by - 6VL+( - I) and using Equation 5.6 gives 
G_*( - 1) Vi-( - 1) K”.( - 1) 
- - = - 
- 
~VL+( 1) 6t’,<-( 1) 2 6I’,,,( 1) 
+ Lk(c,) f . (5.7) 
- - - 
Using Theorem 2.3.1 and 2.4, Claim 3. I. and Equation 5.6, one has 
to@+) + &r(L-) = fa(L”‘) - Lk(c2) + f, (5.8) 
which when added to Equation 5.7 gives the correct skein formula, Equation 5.5, above. 
The triple (L+, Lo, L”‘) with det(L- ) = 0 
Note that VL-( - 1) = 0, so V,+( - I) = 2iVL0( - I). 
Case (i): The crossing involves only one component. 
One has the Jones polynomial skein relation: 
I/L’(C) = - r”*VL”(t) - t3Lk(cl’+l VLY,(C). 
At r”* = - i one has: 
fV,+( - 1) = iVLO( - 1) = ( - l)““o’VLu,( - 1). 
The derivative evaluated at t “* = - i is: 
Vi+( - I) = - jiVLO( - 1) + iV‘0( - 1) + ( - l)Lk(cl)(V~y~( - 1) 
(5.9) 
- (3Lk(c,) + I) VLu.( I)) - 
Dividing by - 3 VL+ ( - I) and using Equation 5.9 gives 
_2 K*(- 1) Vi0( - 1) V&,( - 1) 
= - - 6VL+( - 1) 6VL0( - 1) 6t’,.,( - 1) 
Top 32:2-n 
+ )Lk(c,) + f. (5.10) 
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Using Theorem 2.3.1 and 2.4, Claim 3.1, and Equation 5.9, one has 
ia = aa + +a@“~) - $Lk(c,) - t, 
which when added to Equation 5.10 gives 
- - 2 Vi’( 1) a(L+ 1 
6VLc(--1) +4 1 = 
- V;,( - 1) -1 a(L’) - 6VL0( - 1) + 4 + [ I&( - 1) 6VL’,( - 1) + a(L”‘) 4 1 
which agrees with the skein formula of Equation 4.4. 
Case (ii): 
The Jones Polynomial skein relation is 
V‘+(t) = - t”Z V&t) - F(Q)- 1’2 V‘“,(t) 
At t”’ = - i one has: 
j Vt+ ( - 1) = iVLO( - 1) = ( - l)Lk(cz)+ ‘iV,.,( - 1) 
The derivative evaluated at t”2 = - i is: 
VL+( - I) = - fiV,0( - 1) + i&2( - 1) 
+ ( - l)Lk”z)+L(iV~“,( - 1) - (3LW ~2) - ))iv,.,( - 1)) 






G*( 1) V;Lo( - 1) G.4 - 1) 
_ = _ - 6V,+( 1) 6VLo( 1) 6V,.,( I) 
+ f Lk(c,). (5.14) 
- - - 
Using Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.4, Claim 3.1, and Equation 5.13, one has 
fa(L’) = aa + aa - fLk(c,), (5.15) 
which when added to Equation 5.14 gives the correct skein formula, Equation 5.12, above. 
The tripfe (L-, Lo, L”‘) with det(L+) = 0 
Note that VL+( - 1) = 0, so VL-( - 1) = - 2iV,_.( - 1). 
Case (i): The crossing involves only one component. 
One has the Jones polynomial skein relation: 
VL+ (t) = - t - “2 Vp(t) - Pkfcr)- ’ V“,(t). 
At I ‘I2 = - i one has: 
f VL_ ( - 1) = - iVLO( - 1) = ( - l)Lk(cl’V~/Lu,( - 1). (5.16) 
The derivative evaluated at cl/’ = - i is: 
Vi-( - I) = - tiVL4( - 1) - iVL,( - 1) + ( - l)Ul(‘l)( Vi-,( - 
Dividing by - 3 V,- ( - 1) and using Equation 5.16 gives 
- 
-26V,-(- Vi-( I) I)= 6V,0( V’to  
- 
1) ) 6V,.,( G( 
- 
- - - - 1) 1) 
1) - (3Lk(c,) - 1) vLu.( - 1)) 
+ fLk(c,) - 4. (5.17) 
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Using Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.4, Claim 3.1, and Equation 5.16, one has 
ia = ia + fa(L”I) - iLk(c,) + !, 




2 6V,-( - 1) + -= o(L_) 1 4 
- Vio( - 1)6V,,(-1) + Go) -1 4 + [ - Vi".( - 1) o(L”‘) 6V,,,( - 1) + 4 1 
which agrees with the skein formula of Equation 4.5. 
Case (ii): 
The Jones Polynomial skein relation is 
At t”’ = - i one has: 





The derivative evaluated at t’j2 = - i is: 
VL-( - I) = - fiVLO( - I) - i&0( - 1) 
+(- 1) ‘~k’c*‘+‘(iV~y,( - 1) - (3Lk(c2) - g)iV,,,( - 1)) 
Dividing by - 3VL-( - 1) and using Equation 5.20 gives 
_2 G-(- 1) VL”( - I) v;_.,( - 1) 
6V,-( - I) = - 6V,,( - I) - 6V,,,( - 1) + tLk(c2)- ‘* 
Using Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.4, Claim 3.1, and Equation 5.20, one has 
to&-) = ia + fa(L”Z) - +Lk(c2) + f , 
(5.2 I) 
(5.22) 
which when added to Equation 5.14 gives the correct skein formula, Equation 5.19, above. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3 the value of 
i.,(L) and 
- G( - 1) + 4L) 
6V,(-1) 4 
of any link is completely determined by their previous recursive formulas and their value on 
the unknot. Since they have identical recursive formulas and agree on the unknot, they are 
equal. n 
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